NEW

MACH FLEX

MOBILE COLUMN LIFTING SYSTEMS 18,800 / 13,000 lbs. CAPACITIES

FASTER, EASIER, MORE POWERFUL

MACH FLEX powered by RedFire gives you the ultimate in lifting versatility, mobility and flexibility!

HEAVY DUTY PRODUCTIVITY

INCREASED COLUMN CAPACITY TO 18,800 lbs.

Two, four, six or eight column configurations can accommodate heavy duty vehicles up to 150,400 pounds!

POWERED BY RedFire
NEW MACH FLEX REMOTE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Exclusive software means no more cords, keys, or chips.

Rotary’s versatile, remote-controlled, mobile lifting system gives you the power and mobility to make service repairs anywhere in your shop.

**Faster set up and operation**
Technicians simply follow control commands. Not having to wait at each column to sync before moving to the next column saves critical set up time. Remote control auto detects and connects when communicating to the columns.

Handheld controls allow user to move around vehicle ensuring the entire bay can be observed during operation.

**New column controls**
Easy to use control panels on the columns include an information screen with instructions.

**Lock Light™**
Featured on each column, light indicates when lift is set on its locks. (PATENT PENDING)

The NEW MACH FLEX includes these standard features:
- Two column capacities at 18,800 lbs. and 13,000 lbs.
- New, ergonomic hand-held control
- 99 system IDs to eliminate interference
- Software upgrades can be made wirelessly
- Height and weight digital gauge displays
- Battery operated with on-board charger
- Protected hydraulic cylinder
- Easy to move adjustable forks
- Spring loaded steering and braking system
- Tough rubber-coated wheels
- Forklift pockets for shop mobility

**New industrial grade controller** shows each lift column with yellow indicator light while pairing, and green light once columns are ready to go. Controller includes:
- On/off power button
- Info screen
- Battery indicator
- Joystick control for up and down movement
- Single lower-to-lock button
- E-stop control
- Convenient auto resume
- Press Protect™ eliminates accidental button presses and preserves battery life

**Tile™ technology compatible**
Locate and recover a missing remote with this commercially available application.

For more information, visit www.rotarylift.com or call 800-640-5438 to find a Rotary distributor in your area.